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March has been a very busy, interesting, and informative month for
myself and the Vets Executive. I attended The Veterans Ombudsman
Stakeholder’s meeting hosted by, Mr. Guy Parent, on March 8th. This
meeting was brought about to inform and expand on the responsibilities
of the Ombudsman’s office and how they can help regarding health and
welfare issues to Veterans and their families. Mr. Parent clarified that the
Ombudsman’s office is NOT part of Veterans Affairs Canada (VAC),
as many people believe. The Ombudsman’s office works independently
to ensure that all Veterans are treated fairly and in a respectful manner.
The Ombudsman’s office can and will intervene to investigate claims on
behalf of any Veteran regarding treatment they have received, or
attention not received by VAC.
The Ombudsman’s office is our catalyst to simplify and enable the veterans claims procedure. The office
emphasizes a process that is designed to be easy and fair. The Ombudsman’s office informs both the Veteran
claimants and VAC regarding any changes that have taken place. Insight and recommendations from the
Ombudsman’s office are routinely provided to the Federal Minister overseeing VAC.
One issue I was requested to bring forward to the Ombudsman was regarding marriage of a Veteran after the
age of 60. Through our discussion, Mr. Parent advised that this matter was not a policy of VAC, however, it is
an RCMP policy. It is the RCMP who are accountable for changes to their existing regulations.
A town hall meeting was also hosted by the Veterans’ Ombudsman March 9th. I also attended this meeting
with 4 members from our Edmonton Division RCMP Veterans’ Association. Approximately 25 people
attended this portion of the presentation. This meeting provided time for individual concerns and responses. It
was very informative. Many cases were complex and individual concerns will be addressed through the
Ombudsman as they reach his office.
Representation with ongoing cases within the RCMP (18,426 serving) and RCMP Veterans (16,500) is
interesting. Out of the total of 34,926 members, there are 11,439 people with active VAC files. The RCMP
percentage is above the military as their number of serving and retired members greatly outnumbers the total
RCMP members. This illustrates that the RCMP are more willing to make use of VAC services without
concerns of internal repercussions.
In 2015 and 2016, the Ombudsman’s office generated more than 2,000 files per year. Of those files, 14% were
information requests, 18 % were for referrals, and 68% were requests for intervention of clients’ disability
claims and general service benefits. As stated, the Veterans Ombudsman is an ADVOCATE FOR FAIRNESS
for Veterans. They maintain communication with VAC to represent Veterans for their best outcomes of their
present and former claims. Having attended both meetings, I strongly recommend all Veterans contact the
Veterans’ Ombudsman’s office as it is an excellent resource if you are dissatisfied or confused by decisions
made by VAC.
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Another item of interest for our Division was the introduction of The Generational and Territorial Pins. These
pins were made available to Veteran RCMP members who served in northern territories. Vice President Bruce
Allen handled all applications, reviewed, and submitted them on entitled members’ behalf. There were a few
challenges Bruce faced ensuring that all applications were correct before forwarding them on to Ottawa. In
total, there were 51 applications submitted by our Edmonton RCMP Veterans’ Association. Thanks, Bruce, for
a job well done!
The monthly meeting of March 28th, was one of our largest yet
this year with 74 people in attendance. We welcomed some of
our snowbirds back, some new members, and some special
guests of the Goulet family, daughter, Teena and Son, Phil.
Thank you all for joining us. The lovely buffet meal was
“eggstra” special and enjoyed by all. Many thanks go to the
members of the Social Committee for their time and creativity
in preparation for this meeting. The spring theme set the mood
for the beautiful evening along with a few Easter surprises.
Thanks to Fay Plomp and Linda Plomp for loaning their
collection of Easter bunnies for the centerpieces.
Thanks also to our ticket sales ladies, Stella Medley and Marg
Elliott and to all of those whom took a chance to win some very
nice prizes, two of which were generously donated by Marie
Goulet. Many thanks, Marie.
Our guest speaker was Lucille de Beaudrap. Her thrilling presentation was on the topic “Climbing Mt.
Everest”. Her successful climb was a childhood dream from age 10 years. The entire audience was in awe as
she presented her slide show which included the early beginnings of her preparation in her back yard to her
reaching the peak of Mt. Everest. Lucille outlined her rigorous training over 2 years to reach the physical and
mental condition to take on this challenge. (Imagine climbing 32 flights of stairs with a 45-pound backpack,
take an elevator back to the bottom, and repeating the stairs again, and again, in succession, the same day!)
Showing her photographs of the various camps at different elevations, the methods of crossing the rough terrain
and deep crevasses on the mountain, kept everyone’s full attention. Lucille is number 7 out of 200 women, who
have reached the Mt. Everest summit and is the second Alberta woman to achieve this success.
A Representative from The Alzheimer’s Society of Alberta will be speaking on the topic of Alzheimer’s
Disease at our next general meeting.
Jerry Plastow, President
Edmonton RCMP Vets Assn

From the Commanding Officer - K Division
I wanted to take this opportunity to introduce myself and share with you how profoundly honoured and
privileged I feel to be named the Commanding Officer of the Alberta RCMP.
When looking forward, it serves us well to look back. The Veterans of our Force are very often our guiding light
in this respect. I have heard on many occasions that our Veterans generously serve as that beacon here in “K”
Division, and your efforts and volunteerism have been highlighted as a vital and vibrant part of our legacy in
the province.
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Your attendance at parades and events, and most recently at the
Commissioner’s Commendations ceremonies in Edmonton, are an
example of the great connection our Veterans of the Force make with
our serving members and the communities we safeguard.
“K” Division is recognized as a fast-paced and extremely professional
division that leads the country on many fronts. It is my intention to
continue supporting the vast and integral work being undertaken by
our Force in the province. Through maintaining our vital partnerships
– be it with our provincial government, law enforcement partners,
our indigenous peoples and those communities we serve – we will
remain the first-rate provincial police service that Albertans have
come to expect. I know you play an important role in helping us
foster those relationships and extending the credibility of the Force in
your communities.

A/Comm. Todd SHEAN

It is my intention to be in Alberta by early May, and I am very much
looking forward to meeting many of you at “K” Division and Veterans’ events as I settle into my new role.
Thank you.
Todd Shean
Assistant Commissioner
Commanding Officer “K” Division

Executive Meeting Minutes: 23 March 2017
Minutes from February 2017 moved and seconded by Malcolm Mitchel
Jerry Plastow
• Jerry met with the Veterans Ombudsman and others in respect to claims,
If you feel that a claim you have made is unfair, contact their office and discuss it with them. They are
there to intervene on your behalf with problems you are having with the system.
•

The new ID card is still on the books and is waiting for all parties to agree.

•

A $750.00 donation was requested from the RCMP Pipes and Drums Band for extra clothing for their
trip to Vimy Ridge in France. Motion was passed by Nick Taylor.

•

A donation that had been discussed previously for a $150.00 to the Stony Plain Victim Services was
approved.

•

K Div. is looking for Vets assistance at the May 11 awards ceremony, more info to follow.

•

A question was brought to Jerry, “What do the Vets receive from the National Assoc.?
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All Divisions of the RCMP Veterans’ Association pay $32.00 to the National Office per
member of a local Division. This money benefits all divisions. Your $32 covers many of
the functions and meetings the members of the National Board of Directors
attend on our behalf regarding the health and welfare of RCMP Veterans and serving
RCMP members. The costs of travel and accommodations should not be expected to
burden these Volunteers.
Examples of some of their representation are the following:
One member of the Board of Directors is on a standing committee with Veterans Affairs
Canada. This means he has direct contact and serves the divisions’ members speedily and
efficiently.
Other members are on similar committees regarding RCMP Veterans’ and serving RCMP
members, ensuring such things as pension benefits are protected.
One member of the Board of Directors serves on a committee with Revenue Canada and
several other Board members serve as liaisons with Canada Revenue Agency.
These Volunteers spend numerous hours on our behalf and then ensure that the proper
information is made available to the Veterans’ Membership by various methods of
communication. e.g.: electronic fan out via email, newsletters, The Quarterly,
Division web pages, and on the National web page.
Several years ago, an e-mail was sent out to those whom had been in the Identification
Section regarding the Chemicals used being carcinogenic and directly related to bladder
cancer. This information enabled myself to obtain a medical pension for my bladder
cancer and pass this vital information on to other Veterans.
I believe $32.00 sent to the RCMP Veterans’ Association National Office is well worth the
investment. The assistance and representation is invaluable. It is my belief we will
continue to benefit from such an excellent association.

Jerry Plastow, President
RCMP Veterans’ Association
Edmonton Division
Malcom Mitchell
• As of this meeting there are 55 plus for the Dinner meeting on March 28.
Jim Medley
• Reported that the canteen is very busy, possibly due to courses being run at K Div., but positive for the
canteen.
Bruce Allen
• There are 40 pin applications to date which will be submitted April 1/2017.
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Kees Kikkert
• There will be an Intra-Divisional meeting held in Red Deer
on April 27, the agenda will be handled by Red Deer
Division.
• YIELD, the group that has the race car with the RCMP
colors that they take to schools and to car shines will be
selling tickets for $100.00 to win one of several vintage
cars. Watch for news as to where the tickets can be
purchased.
Nick Taylor
• Sept 10 is the “walk for valor” an email will be sent out
for volunteers at a later date.
• Motion for a donation of $1000.00 in support of Valour
Place. Seconded by Neal Stanley. Approved.

Youth Initiatives & Education in Lifestyles &
Driving Association

2016 Walk for Valour

Valour Place, Edmonton

S/M Kevin McGillivary
• The new CO for K Div. is Todd Shean. He has an
international background and is moving from ACom to D-Com.
• April 6 a Regimental Diner will be held in Two
Hills, and April 8 a Regimental Ball in Vegreville.
• Alberta aviation museum is restoring a Bell 206
Jet Ranger Helicopter. The helicopter will be
painted with the RCMP colors of the day.
• Nanton has requested permission to use the RCMP name for escape rooms, the topics will be the
history of the RCMP to tie in with the 150 years’ celebration.
Roger Goulet
• There are still members with outstanding dues.
• There are 320 active members in Edm. 13 Life members, 4 Honorary members.
• Applications for 2 regular members, and 2 associate members have been received. Seconded & Passed
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Marie Goulet
• Boost, out of town members will be sent a card, nonmembers will be sent a reminder card that they
are missed.
Barry Callbeck
Secretary

Membership Dues
Membership dues remain today at $50.00
annually. To pay your dues,
you can do one of the following actions;
1. Make a personalized cheque or send a money
order payable to the Edmonton RCMP Vets
Association, Mail it to
Roger Goulet
6537 199 St NW
Edmonton AB, T5T 6N1
1. Internet banking via email address
to dues@edmrcmpvets.ca The security
question

2. to be used is as follows: Where is K
Division? The appropriate answer is: Alberta

If you are a new member and you use E Transfer,
please email your application to me;
Roger Goulet
Membership Chairman
Edmonton RCMP Vets

If you have dues questions,
email rogergoulet@shaw.ca. Or, phone Roger at
(780) 483-0222.

General Meeting Minutes
Secretary Barry Callbeck moved the minutes from March 23 as published in the last Newsletter be adopted;
Seconded by Don Martin, motion & passed.
President Gerald Plastow introduced the guest speaker for the evening, Lucille de Beaudrap. Lucille told the
group of her wish list item from her school days; to climb Mount Everest. She had everyone’s undivided attention
from there on. Following her presentation, a short question and answer session took place.
President Gerald Plastow, reported that a donation of $750.00 was voted on and approved for the RCMP Pipes
and Drums Band. This money is to go towards the pipe bands trip to Vimy Ridge.
A $150.00 donation to Stony Plain Victim Services had been voted on and approved.
President Gerald Plastow closed the meeting telling all present the information he learned at the at the Veterans
Ombudsman meeting on March 8 & 9th would be included in his Presidents Message in the next Newsletter.
Barry Callbeck
Secretary
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The next General/Dinner meeting: Tuesday, April 25, 2017.
th
Location: Woodvale Facility & Golf Clubhouse 4540 50 Street, Edmonton, Ab
Meet & Greet times 5:30 pm with dinner served at 6:30 pm. General Meeting to follow.

On the menu: Italian
Italian Buffet: Parmesan Breadsticks, Caesar Salad, Antipasto Platter, Cheese Tortellini Salad in Sun
Dried Tomato Vinaigrette, Carved Roast Veal/ wine sauce, Gluten free lasagna, Tortiglioni Primavera,
Green Beans Almandine, Assorted Tortes and Fresh fruit. $32 Plate.

Please try to have names into Malcolm Mitchell by April 18th.
Call Malcolm at 780-718-9681, or email him at malcomm3@hotmail.com

Upcoming Monthly Menus:
25-Apr

Italian

$32

BBQ #3

$32

27-Jun

Home of the Brave

$32

26-Sep

Appreciation - Baron of Beef & Ballantine of Chicken

$32

31-Oct

Baron of Beef & Seafood Newburg

$32

28-Nov

BBQ - Prime Rib Burger

$20

8-Dec

#D3 Roast Turkey & Honey Glazed Ham

$35

30-May

Employment Opportunity
Evident: Corporate Investigations is seeking Investigators, for the Grande Prairie and Edmonton areas of Alberta.
Evident provides intellectual property protection services for the agricultural industry throughout Canada. A part of this service is
achieved by conducting on farm visits to verify that terms of seed contracts have been followed.
This is a contact position and traditionally runs during summer months. Successful applicants can specify the number of assignments
they would like, and they can work at your own pace, while conducting the reviews in a timely manner. Support from our office is
continuously provided, as is training once per year. You will work as part of a team that includes office staff and other investigators.
Presently we have over 100 team members, mostly with Peace Officer experience working across Canada.
Our preference is naturally individuals with a law enforcement background, however all applicants will be considered. Applicants
must be self-motivated and detail-oriented. Particular attention will be given to those with some familiarity or understanding of
farming practices. The applicant should be comfortable with computers, iPads, and cameras, and capable of providing good detailed
reports, while controlling their time management in an effective manner within budgetary constraints. Most importantly, they should
be comfortable meeting new people in rural settings. Compensation is covered on an hourly basis, meals and mileage are paid for, and
all equipment and clothing are provided. If you would like to supplement your income, and miss the camaraderie of working with likeminded individuals, then contact us today.
Evident Corporate Investigation: Saskatoon, Sk.
e-mail: k.taylor@evident.ca or call Kerri at: 1-800-667-2992

Canadian History in the month of April
April 29, 1903 – At 4:10 AM Over 82 million tonnes (90 million tons) of limestone rock slid down Turtle
Mountain within 100 seconds, obliterating the eastern edge of Frank, the Canadian Pacific Railway line and the
coal mine. It was one of the largest landslides in Canadian history and remains the deadliest, as between 70 and
90 of the town's residents were killed, most of whom remain buried in the rubble.
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April 19, 1916 - The legislature in Alberta passed the
Alberta Equal Suffrage Act, permitting women in the
province to vote in provincial elections.
April 9, 1917 – The Canadian Corps attacks German
positions on Vimy Ridge in France, a key piece of land held
by the Germans since 1914. Six days later, fighting ends
with the Canadians victorious despite the loss of 3,600
troops. (House of Commons establishes Canadian Vimy
Ridge Day as April 9th)
April 12, 1924 - Alberta passes An Act to Provide for
Government Control and Sale of Alcoholic Liquors, thus
ending prohibition in Alberta. Edmonton, Alberta
April 27, 1942 – Canadians voting in a plebiscite support
conscription, but the vote badly divides the country: 70 per
cent of Quebecers reject it.
April 12, 1964 - Empire Hotel in Coleman, Alberta, burns
down. Built 1905.

April 28, 1967 – Expo 67, a world’s fair built on the theme
Man and His World, opens in Montreal.

The young woman who submitted the tech support
message below (about her relationship with her
husband) presumably did it as a joke. Then she got a
reply which was way too good to keep to herself. The
tech support people's love advice was hilarious and
genius! The query:
Dear Tech Support,
Last year I upgraded from Boyfriend 5.0 to Husband
1.0 and noticed a distinct slowdown in overall system
performance, particularly in the flower and jewelry
applications, which operated flawlessly under
Boyfriend 5.0. In addition, Husband 1.0 uninstalled
many other valuable programs, such as Romance 9.5
and Personal Attention 6.5, and then installed
undesirable programs such as: NBA 5.0, NFL 3.0 and
Golf Clubs 4.1. Conversation 8.0 no longer runs and
House cleaning 2.6 simply crashes the system. Please
note that I have tried running Nagging 5.3 to fix these
problems, but to no avail. What can I do?
Signed, Desperate.
The response (that came weeks later out of the blue):
Dear Desperate,

April 12, 1972 - Founding of the Southern Alberta Opera
Association; First production in March 1973 will be La
Boheme, directed by Herman Geiger-Torel and conducted by
Stefan Minde. Calgary, Alberta

April 17, 1982 – With the stroke of a pen by the Queen in
Ottawa, Canada has its own Constitution.
April 1, 1999 – Canada’s newest territory, Nunavut, is
carved out of the eastern Northwest Territories.

First keep in mind, Boyfriend 5.0 is an Entertainment
Package, while Husband 1.0 is an operating system.
Please enter command: I thought you loved me.html
and try to download Tears 6.2. Do not forget to install
the Guilt 3.0 update. If that application works as
designed, Husband 1.0 should then automatically run
the applications Jewelry 2.0 and Flowers 3.5.
However, remember, overuse of the above
application can cause Husband 1.0 to default to
Grumpy Silence 2.5, Happy Hour 7.0, or Beer 6.1.
Please note that Beer 6.1 is a very bad program that
will download the Farting and Snoring Loudly Beta
version. Whatever you do, DO NOT, under any
circumstances, install Mother-In-Law 1.0 as it runs a
virus in the background that will eventually seize
control of all your system resources.
In addition, please, do not attempt to re-install the
Boyfriend 5.0 program. These are unsupported
applications and will crash Husband 1.0. In summary,
Husband 1.0 is a great program, but it does have
limited memory and cannot learn new applications
quickly. You might consider buying additional
software to improve memory and performance. We
recommend: Cooking 3.0.
Good Luck!'
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Second Man falls – Elsie HOVEY
We lost a long-time member of the Force on Sunday night the 20th of March
2017. Elsie, a young University student, met Reg. #14696 Jack HOVEY shortly
after one of his first postings to Vegreville, Ab. c.1946/47. They were married
in 1951 after waiting the requisite five years and were immediately posted to
Whitecourt, Ab. (a one-man post with a small house/detachment/cell). They
remained married through highs and lows until Sunday night when after a
yearlong illness, she passed away. There will be no funeral. She will be
cremated and a small family celebration of her life will be held. She was a wife
when a wife was the Second Man.

On Patrol
Going on patrol is routine work in the police services. Going on patrol
with your mother is anything but routine. Constable Alex Burgess
Elsie & Jack Hovey
received a special patrol assignment in Fort Saskatchewan last week
when she was partnered with her mom, Assistant Commissioner Louise Lafrance.
This unique opportunity arose when Assistant Commissioner Lafrance was in the area on RCMP business. The
patrol took the pair to a variety of calls and citizen interactions within Fort Saskatchewan and the
neighbouring communities.
Constable Burgess’ mother, husband, aunt
and uncle are active serving members of the
RCMP, while her father has recently retired
from the force. This assignment was
especially poignant to her as she credits her
family’s deep roots with the RCMP as her
inspiration to join the service.
“My parents always spoke so highly of this
organization and I could always feel how
proud they were to be a Mountie,” said
Constable Burgess. “Growing up by their sides
and seeing them both in and out of uniform, I
knew that one day I wanted to be just like
them.”

A/Comm. L. Lafrance & Cst. A. Burgess

“During the past 19 months, Alex has earned a reputation for excellence in policing,” said Brad Ward, Director
of Protective Services. “She is well regarded for the quality of her investigations, her compassion toward
others, and for actively promoting community based policing in Fort Saskatchewan.”
Assistant Commissioner Lafrance is the most senior RCMP officer to complete a general duty patrol in Fort
Saskatchewan. She recently served as the Commanding Officer of the RCMP training academy before
accepting a recent assignment to Ottawa.
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Blue Sunday Service
“Blue Sunday” started in 1934 in Washington D.C. as a way of celebrating and thanking Police and Firefighters
who risked their lives for the betterment of the community. It was called “Blue Sunday” in respect for the
colour of the uniforms for which they were recognized. Since then the celebration has grown and the “Blue
Sunday” tradition continues in many parts of the United States and Canada. The celebration now includes all
those First Responders who make our country and community safe.
This year is the 12th annual celebration of “Blue Sunday” in St. Albert. The Knights of Columbus and St. Albert
Parish wish to invite all First Responders including the Military, Fire Services, Police Officers, Peace Officers,
Correction Officers, EMS Officers and all others who work with them to this special Sunday event. This is one
way to recognize and say thank you to all serving and retired personnel who have served and have protected
us and who, on a daily basis, make the community a safer place to live in.
On May 7th, there will be another “Blue
Sunday Mass” at St. Albert Parish, 7 Vital
Ave at the 11 AM Mass. There will be a
special intention for our guests and, after
Mass, all First Responders will be called to
the altar area for acknowledgement and a
special blessing. Afterwards, a “pancake
breakfast” will be provided for them and
their families. This acknowledgement is a
small gesture and our way to say “THANK
YOU, WE APPRECIATE YOUR WORK” and an
opportunity for personal interaction with
the community. This is also an opportunity
for First Responders to experience the
support and appreciation the community
has for them and the work they do.
As mentioned, this invitation is extended to
all serving and retired Police Officers,
Firefighters, Military Personnel, Prison
Guards, Peace Officers and EMS Workers.
Those who wish to attend are asked to
come in uniform if possible but that is not
necessary. This invitation is also extended
to their families. It is not necessary to be of
the Catholic faith to participate. All are
welcome.
Please plan to arrive prior to Mass so seating can be arranged for you to sit with your coworkers and your
families.
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Colville Lake patrol cabin
The Colville Lake patrol cabin was built in the early
1960’s and it had to be moved a little further along the
lake shore at the request of Father Bernard Will Brown,
who was a famous missionary priest in the north. He
needed more space to build his fishing lodge. We use
the cabin for our frequent patrol to the community of
Colville Lake which is located about 100 miles north of
our detachment of Fort Good Hope. The community
consist of about 90 people and is served by a windy
winter road from December to April - about three
months - and North Wright Airways throughout the
year.
The cabin does not have running water but has an outhouse at the back, it has electricity, a small fridge and a
microwave. It is also furnished with two single beds, two desks, a wood stove and an electric oil heater. It is
comfortable enough for a few days when we go into the community for an investigation. If we need to
apprehend someone we either take them back to Fort Good Hope using our RCMP vehicle on the winter road
or the airline to fly us back to Fort Good Hope, North West Territories.

The prolific puzzle
Each year our Division takes a head count of our registered Veterans. Dependent on that count only, the Edmonton
Division is required to send $32 per Edmonton registered Veteran to our National Headquarters to cover membership
responsibilities by the end of January. Your responsibility, is to pay your membership dues before the end of March.
The Edmonton association pays your dues ahead for you on the honour system. It is done in the belief that our
members will notify the association if they no longer wish to be a part of the organization. Economic changes may
preclude the use of the honour system in the future. It is clearly up to you to ensure your belief in the Associations
purpose and pay your delinquent dues or notify the association you no longer wish to be a part of the organization.
If your regimental/employee number appears here, your annual membership dues have not been received. Please
review the list below to ensure you are NOT on the list of defaulters. The list below represents $2592 that has been
already paid to our National HQ on your behalf which has directly affected how we can help other deserving charitable
organizations/programs reaching out to us for help this year.
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13134
15348
15850
16768
17092
17238
17519
17984
18287
18418
19123
19129
19344
19742
19860

20755
21005
21154
22120
22310
22646
22817
23017
23059
23746
23885
24339
24396
24579
24851

25680
25682
25683
25979
26431
26507
26602
26724
27182
27249
27391
28223
28745
29259
30015

30408
31772
31888
31928
31958
32615
34005
34132
34267
34446
34632
35174
35336
35648
35715

35790
36003
36131
37090
38673
38819
40179
40394
40939
41404
42552
53188

25845 0.1700
A3204
A7213
A8194
C0919
C1656
PS15056
S1897
X1214

Mark your 2017 calendar:
2017 Executive Meeting
Schedule
Jan 26
Feb 23
Mar 23
Apr 20
May 25
June 22
Aug 24
Sept 21
Oct 26
Nov 23

2017 Dinner Meeting
Schedule
Jan 31
Feb 28
Mar 28
Apr 25
May 30
Jun 27
Sep 26
Oct 31
Nov 28
Dec 08

Even if you are not a member of the
Edmonton Veterans’ Association, you
may attend a general dinner meeting as a
member’s guest without becoming a
member. It’s up to you to take that first
step into a larger family. Try us out.
You may enjoy the experience and
decide to join.

Lucille de Beaudrap – “What have I done?”
From the age of ten, Lucille recorded her number one event for
her life; she wanted to climb Mount Everest! Her parents and
friends thought that this was over the top for a bucket list item.
Lucille admitted that at the time of recording the goal of climbing
Mount Everest, she had not even seen a mountain in real life.
Furthermore, she had not even been out hiking or camping in her
life! But, her goal remained. She only knew that at the time, no
woman or Canadian had summited Mount Everest.
Lucille’s second life goal was to run a marathon. At the time of
making these goals though (mid 70’s), women were not allowed to
run marathon’s. As she explained, you will understand how and
why she followed through with her life’s goals. Today Lucille is a
flight nurse with STARS (Shock Trauma Air Rescue Service)

Lucille de Beaudrap
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“The goal of training for the summit attempt, was to make you as hard to kill
as possible” she said. Lucille assessed her physical status at that time as;
average fitness. Lucille understood “average fitness” would not sustain her
for the trip to the summit. Her training commenced. Commencing with
running 11 kilometers to work, working a 12-hour shift and then running the
11 kilometers home again, it wasn’t enough. Cycling to work and workout in
the gym still wasn’t enough. Even more was required. Three times a week
she visited the Telus Tower in Edmonton. Yes, thirty-three (33) floors with a
back pack on. At first the backpack weighed twenty-five (25) pounds. Later,
adding additional weight to forty-five (45) pounds she persevered. It took
her twenty minutes to reach the top of the tower. She would take the highspeed elevator back down only to repeat the climb again and again,
spending from one to three hours in solitude. At a point in time two weeks
before departure to Mount Everest, she’d extended this Telus Tower training up to eight hours. Lucille
focused on her mental ability to withstand long hours of solitude. She needed overcome the mind game of
making an assault on Everest.
Lucille has a huge fear of falling. During her approach to the summit,
she and her team would be required to traverse many dangerous
crevasses. (A total of thirty traverses would be required.) To make
these traverses, climbers would commonly use a metal extension
ladder. So, in her yard in Edmonton, she constructed two snow piles
and placed a metal extension ladder between them. She repeatedly
practiced crossing the ladder, first with just her mountaineering boots
on, followed by boots and crampons. Focusing only on her feet, not
what was (or was not) below them she became quite comfortable in
the end. Additionally, other training took in ice climbing.

would end before it began.

Lucille climbed Mount Logan for practice. She also climbed in
Argentina to see how she would do at elevation. On route to
Mount Everest, Lucille’s down filled climbing snowsuit was
custom made for her. The trip/route to the mountain was
specifically planned to
limit her exposure to the
outside world.
Significantly, if she were
to pick up an illness while
in transit, it would mean
that her summit attempt

From landing in Lukla, Nepal (one of the most dangerous airports in the
world (History Channel 2010 episode 104)) the hike to Everest base
camp would take her eight days. The time would allow her to acclimate
naturally to her new surroundings and be somewhat prepared for what
was to come. (Everything along this trail to Everest base camp was
brought in on the backs of animals or Sherpa’s.)
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Lucille engaged a personal Sherpa. The two of them began the assent to base camp. Passing by many
memorials and receiving prayers from local religious people. I was at this point, Lucille asked herself if she
wanted to continue? But, despite all that she’d observed, and dealing with the unforeseen emotional effects
on her of what she was now a part of, she pressed on. Reaching base camp, it really sunk in and she asked
herself, “What have I done?”
Everest Base Camp is constructed on a glacier. During summer time daylight hours, the ambient air
temperature at base camp would be as high as +30 C. It was too hot to remain resting inside her tent during
the day. Water could be heard running beneath her tent. At night, the temperature would drop to -25 C.
With temperature swings as great as they are, at night, the glacier could be heard cracking and moving.
To light their way, climbers depended on personal solar powered panels to charge their equipment in daylight
hours. These panels would allow enough power to be captured so during the night the lights in the dining tent
could be used and possibly show one movie on a laptop someone had. They would rest at base camp for
three days before moving on. Acclimatization was key to survival.
Once their assent began in earnest, their first traverse was across an ice fall, which moves an estimated three
feet per day. The route never stays the same. There is a group of men that are there to build and maintain
the ice fall ladder route each day. Her back-yard ladder training would be put to the test here. Lucille
commented, “…you could always hear things moving around you.” Lucille would traverse this area many times
over during her days at base camp. First trip through the area took seven hours. Over the next few days, her
time improved to three hours.
At the top of the ice fall is camp one. Each day at camp one, it was important to drink between four and six
liters of water per day. Many hours were used collecting enough snow and ice to make all the water required
for survival. But it was necessary. The water took an hour and a half to boil. All water had to be boiled to
make it safe to consume.
From camp one to camp two, Lucille asked her Sherpa how long it would take to get to camp two? She could
see it, but there was nothing familiar in the area to gage or obtain a distance reference from. Here Sherpa
indicated it would take forty-five minutes to get there. So, head down, she moved forward secure in the
knowledge that after forty-five minutes this task of reaching camp two would be completed. Forty-five
minutes later she stopped to look up and see where camp two was? She exclaimed what she observed made
that it felt like she hadn’t even moved. Camp two appeared to be as far away as when she started. After a full
two and a half hours she finally reached camp two.
At camp two, all the oxygen bottles were there to supply the teams push through to the summit. Most all
teams that ascend Mount Everest these days, do the trip from this point on, on oxygen. There are a few that
don’t. Of those who don’t, not all are coming back with all their fingers and toes. Each tank of oxygen costs
$500 US to have that delivered to this point for them to use.
The Jetstream is a significant planning fact for climbers on Everest. Normally the Jetstream sits atop this area
hampering the summit weather for climbers. If a weather “window” appears that would provide clear and
safe climbing weather at the top of Everest, the Jetstream has moved off into another area for a short time.
This is exactly what happened for Lucille and her Sherpa. Lucille explained, most ascents are made as part of a
climbing team, with a guide. A clear weather window occurred just at the right time for Lucille. Lucille asked
her guide if she and her Sherpa could climb to the summit alone unguided? With all her acclimatization
completed, and the weather risks reduced, he agreed.
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They climbed from camp two through camp three and on to camp four. At this altitude, you would move
forward a step and secure your footing. Then take five breaths and repeat, all the rest of the way up the
mountain. (Lucille’s on oxygen and carrying a significant load on her back at the time. Her return trip got even
heavier.) The mountainside at this point (camp three) was more than seventy degrees and solid ice. Five
hours to get to camp four from camp three. Checking the weather again, all appeared good and confirmed
the push was on. Resting at camp four, they decided to start their ascent to the summit at seven PM that
night.
Of particular note, the team made a pact that they would come down off the mountain with everything they
took up the mountain, including their solid waste. The Sir Edmund Hillary Fund pays the locals to pack out
garbage etc. left behind by other climbers. Lucille’s team assisted in garbage removal as well.
Swapping their oxygen tanks at camp four for fresh tanks, they pushed on for the summit. A trip of eleven
hours each way. The plan was to climb up in the dark, arriving at the summit in daylight. Then, their climb
down could be made in daylight which was much safer. A notable item was the lack of oxygen absorption,
even with supplemental oxygen, this made her feel giddy she recalled. Everything was amazing! A thunder
and lightning storm in a nearby valley below her was a new and amazing encounter for her.
At the summit, there is a cross and a box containing Sir Edmund
Hillary’s ashes. Looking around from the summit she
commented, “Life is not measured by the breaths we take but,
by the moments that take our breath away!” She stood on the
top of the world for twenty minutes. Surprisingly, she had carried
a satellite phone to the summit so she could call her husband
from the summit. She forgot! She remembered while at camp
three on the way down to make the call. She exclaimed, it was
because of the hypoxia she missed the moment to call from the
top.
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The Lukla airport is popular because Lukla is the place where most
people start the climb to Mount Everest Base Camp. There are daily
flights between Lukla and Kathmandu during daylight hours in good
weather. Although the flying distance is short, rain commonly occurs in
Lukla while the sun is shining brightly in Kathmandu. High winds,
cloud cover, and changing visibility often mean flights can be delayed
or the airport closed. The airport is contained within a chain link fence
and patrolled by the Nepali armed police or civil police around the
clock.

Forget Something?
Quick facts
•
•
•
•
•
•

564,000 Canadians have dementia today.
Each year, 25,000 more Canadians are diagnosed.
While dementia is not a natural part of aging, age remains the biggest risk factor.
For every person with dementia, two or more family members provide care.
Costs for people living with dementia are generally 5.5 times greater than for those without the disease.
In 2011, family caregivers provided 19.2 million unpaid hours of care; this number is expected to double
by 2031.

Alzheimer’s disease is a fatal disease. Alzheimer's disease is irreversible and destroys brain cells, causing
thinking ability and memory to deteriorate. Alzheimer's disease is not a normal part of aging. There
are several medications that can help with Alzheimer’s disease symptoms such as memory decline, changes in
language, thinking abilities and motor skills. Although there is still no cure for Alzheimer's disease, those who
respond to these treatments can experience improvements in their quality of life for several years. A healthy
lifestyle can help reduce the risk of Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias. It has been estimated that up to
half the cases of Alzheimer’s disease worldwide may be the result of seven key modifiable risk factors:
diabetes, high blood pressure, obesity, smoking, depression, cognitive inactivity or low education, and physical
inactivity.
Ref: Canadian Alzheimer Society website
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Your challenge is to locate the words below in the word search puzzle above. Good Luck!
MEMBER
INTENTION
WASHINGTON
ZONE
HONORARY
ENTITLED
JERRY

MINUTES
HELPING
NEWSLETTER
APRIL
AFFAIR
FORCE
LIFE

TEAM
BROUGHT
KEVIN
PRESIDENT
XWORD
QUITE
REQUIRED

SIGNIFICANT
YEAR
GUIDE
CONCERNS
DIVISION
VITAL
ADVOCATE

OMBUDSMAN
UNIFORM
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2017 March Xword Answer

Contact
If you wish to contact a member of the Edmonton Veterans’ Association,
you can do so by sending an email to: President@edmrcmpvets.ca

If you wish to contact the editor of the newsletter, to pass on information of any
kind for inclusion in the newsletter, you can email the editor at:
VetsNews@shaw.ca.
Editor: Rob Stewart

Important Notice:
We are always trying to reduce the cost of providing this newsletter to our members. If you are the recipient
of a printed copy of this newsletter and do have access to an internet capable computer, please let the
Edmonton RCMP Veterans Association know ASAP either by telephone or email. It’s up to you.
Cheers from the editor!
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